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DENVER BRONCOS QUOTES (11/15/11) 

 
DEFENSIVE END ELVIS DUMERVIL 
 
On his health  
“I’m feeling better now, so that’s a good thing. I was hurting early on in the year, but now things are starting to sink in. I’m 
excited. It’s going to be a great atmosphere in front of our home crowd Thursday night, so we expect as a team for the fans to be 
extremely loud. It’s going to be great.”  
 
On defensive improvement 
“A lot of guys are doing a tremendous job, and the coaching staff is doing a good job with the scheme. [LB] Von Miller is playing 
at a high level, so you combine those things, and it gives us a chance to play good on a defense.” 
 
On working with LB Von Miller 
“We still have a lot of work to do, but I think as the season progresses and we get more comfortable—I think it’s going to be 
something.”  
 
On team goals 
“At the beginning of the year, you always want to have a good record, period. We had a couple struggles, but the good thing is 
the team has got character. I think the coaching staff did a tremendous job just keeping guys focused. We’re getting healthier as 
a team, and we can control some things, so that’s all you can ask for. Thursday night at our house, it’s going to be great for us.”  
 
On Jets QB Mark Sanchez 
“He’s definitely mobile; he can scramble; he can make the throws, so No. 1, we’ve got to stop the run and No.2, we’ve got to get 
to him often, and I think if we can do those things, that’ll give us a good chance of winning.” 
 
On the Patriots’ success pressuring Jets QB Mark Sanchez  
“They did some good things. We’re a totally different defense, so I’m sure we’ve got our own game plan. But it’s the NFL, and I 
think we all have similarities. We going to try to stop the run and get to him.”  
 
On his improved health 
“I can bring the whole arsenal and use different moves and not have to think about injuries—just start playing now. [The ankle] is 
getting better. My body is definitely getting better; the conditioning is getting better, so I’m looking forward to finishing strong.” 
 
On how teams are blocking him 
 “You definitely have to double [LB] Von [Miller] too, so we both get doubles, and we’ll see how they try to protect against us. 
The coaching staff does a good job of mixing blitzes in, and [LB] D.J. Williams, [LB] Joe Mays, [DT] Ryan McBean—those guys are 
getting in there. You can’t double both outside guys, because that will create a lot of opportunities for guys inside.”  
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